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Surah Al Alaq 
 
To recap: when there’s something you don’t know, only Allah SWT can teach you this. What is                 
the reason for transgression? The sense of self-sufficiency. And indeed we all return to Allah               
SWT. Then there is the mention of Nabi SAW and how Abu Jahl tried to forbid him from praying.                   
Followers of the falsehood who don’t have evidence just try and stop the believers. The gates of                 
knowledge are opened with istighfar. 
 
Ayah 13 
 
This ayah also starts with the istifham, question, which is to make sure it has your attention. Did                  
you not see? From Allah SWT there is khabar and amr/nahy - khabar would be about Day of                  
Judgment, Jannah and Jahannam, about the messengers, the Angels etc. while amr are things              
like prayers, sadaqah - things that are orders on us to do and nahy are the things we are                   
forbidden to do like zinah, qamr, riba etc. 
 
In this ayah Allah SWT says he committed two sins. He belied the khabar, and we should                 
believe in everything that Allah SWT has told us to have faith in, in entirety. If you don’t believe                   
in one thing, it’s like you don’t believe in it all. His other sin was that he turned away from the                     
commands (amr and nahy) of Allah SWT. What we should be doing is accept and submit. And                 
if you don’t means, that there’s a lack of knowledge. 
 
 

 
 
 



 
Ayah 14 
 
Did he not know that Allah sees? Here Allah is asking did you not know about the knowledge                  
that can change you? And what is this knowledge, knowledge about Allah SWT. If someone               
tells you there is a camera/recorder everywhere, then you’re always cautious about our actions.              
And this certainty that Allah SWT is always watching us, then we automatically are cautious               
about everything. The knowledge and belief are important for this though. 
 
There are many blessings in the facts that Allah SWT has closed somethings off for us, because                 
our sight is weak - like each other’s thoughts, microbes, or maybe Angels even. Allah SWT says                 
‘ilm here not ‘aaraf, because this implies certainty, knowledge with evidence. And about Allah’s              
Seeing, it is complete, He is completely aware and always watching and we must remember               
this. 
 

 
Ayah 15 
 
Now this ayah talks about the punishment of Abu Jahl, and He starts with Kalla which has two                  
meanings, one of stopping someone harf rad’a and one of tawkeed, implying truly. Lam is nafi                
or negation, and yantahi comes from intaha (stop or complete). Meaning that if he didn’t stop                
what he was doing, meaning that he can make the choice to change. He can make istighfar and                  
change himself but he did not. And when this ayah was revealed, he would know it was about                  
him because he was the only one who did this to the Nabi SAW. It is talked about in the third                     
person. 
 
The result here starts again with laam of tawkeed, then Allah SWT will surely seize him in a                  
great punishment by his forehead. This could be because of his wisdom, he was known as Abu                 
Hakam, that people came to him for judgement, but all his knowledge and intelligence cannot               
benefit him. Allah SWT could have said ras which is the word for head, but He specifically used                  
naasiya, a place where the right and wrong is decided, the place of reason in our heads. 



 

 
  
Ayah 16 
 
In this ayah Allah SWT further talks about what the Nasiya is, the two decisions it made for Abu                   
Jahl. Nasiya is also the place that we make sujood from. And he used his nasiya for kazibatan                  
means liar and khaatia is when you sin purposely. The person who does sins purposely is called                 
khaati’ and the one who sins without intending to mukhti’. So the khaati’ has no excuse while the                  
mukhti’ does, because there is a chance that the latter might be forgiven by Allah SWT.  
 
 


